
ScoreLogix™
Business Intelligence to Improve Operations and Maximize Net Collections 

Currance’s comprehensive web-based reporting platform, ScoreLogix™, offers Rev-Cycle performance visibility across your 

entire organization 24/7. Easily access over 375 system-generated reports, customized reporting, drill downs, and 

performance scorecards for instant insights to drive quick decision-making. 

ScoreLogix™ capabilities go far beyond conventional measurements – it is your tool to quantify and manage Rev-Cycle Yield 

performance. Proprietary AI-powered business intelligence delivers visibility into Rev-Cycle Yield metrics that reveal 

operational strengths and weaknesses as well as progress toward net revenue goals.  

ScoreLogix™ delivers unparalleled Revenue Cycle transparency

Easy-to-understand formatting provides a precise measurement for each area of responsibility deployed across the entire 

revenue cycle. With ScoreLogix™, you gain a completely different perspective of revenue cycle operations. For example:

Overall Yield Performance
Understand efficiency and measure progress toward goals

Denials
Isolate areas of strength and weakness

Outstanding payments
Instantly calculate missing net revenue 

Operational efficiency
See inside operations and measure performance



ScoreLogix™ helps your team continually focus on process improvement opportunities and sustain operational excellence 

throughout the reimbursement cycle. 

Close the gap between cash collections and expected payments

•     Variance analytics and benchmarking 

•     Audit capabilities (drill down and root cause)

•     Denial prevention

•     Payer performance

•     Claim cycle response times

Currance RCY provides a point of view lacking in traditional revenue cycle reporting. It isolates revenue and productivity data 

and converts it into reliable KPIs that can be monitored and tracked over time, virtually eliminating the art of interpreting 

financial performance and providing reliable data for decision making.  

ScoreLogix™ Features

ScoreLogix™ is your one-stop resource for actionable analytics, 

drill-down root cause isolation, and improvement tracking. Metrics 

can be broken out cleanly to give revenue cycle leaders at all levels 

and departments (including patient access, HIM, and patient 

financial services) the ability to see how their piece of the process is 

performing and measure progress toward goals.

An all-in-one business intelligence solution

Interested in learning more about how ScoreLogix™ can be tailored to meet your strategic goals and drive performance 

improvement across your organization? Contact us today for a complimentary demo at sales@currance.com. 

4-6% sustained yield performance
improvement on net revenue


